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Abstract. The integration of virtual agents in real-time interactive virtual 
applications raises several challenges. The rendering of the movements of the 
virtual character in the virtual scene (locomotion of the character or rotation of 
its head) and the binaural rendering in 3D of the synthetic speech during these 
movements need to be spatially coordinated. Furthermore, the system must 
enable real-time adaptation of the agent’s expressive audiovisual signals to 
user’s on-going actions. In this paper, we describe a platform that we have 
designed to address these challenges as follows: (1) the modules enabling real 
time synthesis and spatial rendering of the synthetic speech, (2) the modules 
enabling 3D real time rendering of facial expressions using a GPU-based 3D 
graphic engine, and (3) the integration of these modules within an experimental 
platform using gesture as an input modality. A new model of phoneme-
dependent human speech directivity patterns is included in the speech synthesis 
system, so that the agent can move in the virtual scene with realistic 3D visual 
and audio rendering. Future applications of this platform include perceptual 
studies about multimodal perception and interaction, expressive real time 
question and answer system and interactive arts. 
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1   Introduction 

Current applications of talking heads are mostly designed for desktop configurations. 
Mixed and virtual reality applications call for coordinated and interactive spatial 3D 
rendering in the audio and visual modalities. For example, the rendering of the 
movements of a virtual character in a virtual scene (locomotion of the character or 
rotation of its head) and the binaural rendering in 3D of the synthetic speech during 
these movements need to be coordinated. Furthermore, the expressiveness of the 
agent in the two modalities needs to be displayed appropriately for effective affective 
interactions, and combined with audiovisual speech. This requires experimental 
investigations on how to control this expressiveness and how it is perceived by users.  

Since the 70’s, research in audiovisual speech uses model-based approaches, and 
image / video-based approaches [1]. Control models have been defined using visemes, 



co-articulation models [2], n-phones models grounded on corpora [3], or a 
combination of rule-based and data-driven articulatory control models [4]. For 
example, a set of four facial speech parameters have been proposed in [5]: jaw 
opening, lip rounding, lip closure and lip raising. Expressive qualifiers are proposed 
by [6] to modulate the expressivity of lip movements during emotional speech. 
Audiovisual discourse synthesis requires the coordination of several parts of the face 
including lips, but also brows, gaze and head movement [7]. With respect to facial 
animation [8], one reference formalism is MPEG-4 that defines a set of Face 
Animation Parameters (FAPs) deforming a face model in its neutral state [9]. FAPs 
are defined by motion of feature points, vertices that control the displacement of 
neighboring vertices through a weighting scheme. An overview of expressive speech 
synthesis can be found in [10]. 

Few of these studies and systems enable the coordinated display of 3D speech and 
facial expressions (directivity measurement of a singer was computed by Kob and 
Jers [11]), nor propose real-time interactive means for controlling expressive signals. 
Moreover, several systems are limited to a single face model where experimental 
studies and various interactive applications require the use of several models at 
different resolutions.  

Our goal is to enable this coordinated spatial rendering in 3D of the speech and 
face of a talking head, and to provide means for real-time interactive control of its 
expressive signals. With respect to visual rendering, we aim at real time 3D rendering 
of different models at different resolutions that can be easily embedded in different 
mixed reality applications. In this paper we describe the components that we have 
developed in order to meet our research goals and the current state of their integration 
within an experimental platform for conducting perception studies about audiovisual 
expressive communication.  

Section 2 describes the modules enabling real time synthesis and head orientation 
dependant audio rendering of expressive speech. The modules for 3D visual real time 
rendering of facial expressions are detailed in section 3. An overview of the platform 
integrating both audio and visual components enabling interactive control for 
experimental studies is provided in section 4. Although our short term goal is to use 
this platform for experimental studies, we explain in section 5 how we plan to use it 
for interactive applications.  

2   Real time synthesis and 3D rendering of expressive speech 

The core component for synthetic speech generation is LIMSI’s selection / 
concatenation text-to-speech synthesis system (SELIMSI). This core system has been 
augmented with three specific components: a radiation component accounting for 
relative head orientation and spatial motion of the virtual agent; a gesture control 
device allowing for direct control and animation of the virtual agent and a phoneme-
to-viseme conversion module allowing for speech sounds and lips movements’ 
synchronization. 

The text-to-speech synthesis system [12] is based on optimal selection and 
concatenation of non-uniform units in a large speech corpus. The system contains two 

 



main components: text-to-phoneme conversion using approximately 2000 linguistic 
rules and non-uniform unit selection and concatenation. The annotated speech corpus 
(1 hour) contains read text and additional material such as numbers, dates, time. The 
selection algorithm searches for segments in the corpus according to several criteria 
and cost functions for ensuring optimal prosodic rendering and segmental continuity. 
The system receives text as input and outputs the audio speech signal together with a 
text file describing the phonemic content and the prosody of the utterance. 

Special attention is paid to the directional characteristics of the synthetic speech. 
Realistic rendering of a moving speaking agent in 3D space requires the acoustic 
signal to be adapted according to the relative position and orientation of the speaker 
and listener. A broad study of time-varying speech radiation patterns has been 
conducted [13]. For speech synthesis, these results provide phoneme-dependant 3D 
radiation patterns that are integrated as post-processing of the synthetic speech 
signals. This enables visual movements of the agent to be accompanied by correlated 
audio movements. 

Real-time interactive control of expressive speech signals is managed in the system 
by a direct gesture interface [14]. The agent is considered as an “instrument” driven 
by an operator through a manual interface: as a joystick controls the head position, the 
expressivity of speech may be controlled using hand gestures via a graphic tablet. The 
gesture input enables interactive control of expressive parameters of the speech signal 
like fundamental frequency and voice source parameters (amplitude, spectral tilt, 
open quotient, noise in the source). Expression is controlled through subtle real-time 
variations according to the context and situation. In our application, as in real life 
communication, the vocal expression of strong emotions like anger, fear, or despair 
are more the exception than the rule [15, 16]. As such, the synthesis system should be 
able to deal with subtle and continuous expressive variations rather than clear cut 
emotions. Expressive speech synthesis may be viewed from two sides: on the one 
hand is the question of expression specification (what is the suited expression in a 
particular situation?) and on the other hand is the question of expression realization 
(how is the specified expression actually implemented). Our gesture interface is a 
research tool for addressing the second problem. Finally, phoneme to viseme 
conversion is handled by a set of rules, and audio and visual speech streams are 
synchronized using the prosodic description provided by the text-to-speech module. 
Experiments on hand gestures intonation reiteration showed that the performance 
levels reached by hand-made and vocal reiterated intonation are very comparable 
[17]. This could suggest that intonation, both on the perceptual and motor production 
aspects, is processed at a relatively abstract cognitive level, as it seems somehow 
independent of the modality actually used. Hand-controlled speech is a new tool for 
studying expressive speech synthesis [18], modeling expressive intonation, designing 
new interfaces for musical expression [19]. 

3   A module for 3D real time rendering of facial expressions 

The graphic engine used for rendering our animated face is a multi-purpose, robust, 
and flexible environment for the synthesis and control of audiovisual speech. These 



requirements have led us towards MPEG-4, the standardized formalism for face 
animation [20]. It relies on a predefined set of standard control points, a set of weights 
that defines the influence of the control points on face vertices, and interpolation 
mechanisms that are used to combine multiple control point displacements for 
audiovisual speech [6] and emotion synthesis [21]. We can use a face mesh at any 
level of detail (LOD) and define feature points through Xface [22]. Weight 
computation is automatic: weights are proportional to the inverse of a distance from 
feature points as defined in [23]. 

We intend to develop faces with lower LODs for applications with critical 
computing resources such as animations for portable devices. Conversely, for 
applications with high requirements for realism such as interactive expressive avatars 
for artistic applications or high resolution rendering, we can design faces with higher 
LODs. Variation of LOD will not have any impact on the scripting of the animation. 
In case of lower LOD, unused controlled points will be ignored. Automatic 
animations of additional control points through interpolations of existing ones will be 
added in case of higher LODs. Ongoing work on the enhancement of the skin and 
wrinkle rendering is also used to increase the realism of high definition faces. 

With the same purpose of standardization in mind, graphical rendering relies on 
Virtual Choreographer (http://virchor.sourceforge.net/) (VirChor) a 3D engine based 
on an extension of X3D (http://www.web3d.org/). VirChor is a generic 3D engine, 
but has specific data structure and behaviors for face animation. The data structures 
define the control points and the associated weights on the vertices of a 2D or 3D 
mesh. The behavior is defined through an event based scripting language.   

The steps for the design of a talking head are the following. First, XFaceEd 
(http://xface.itc.it/) is used to define the MPEG-4 control points and their weights on 
the vertices of the face mesh. XFaceEd has been enhanced to compute weights 
automatically through Voronoi distances. It has also been enriched to generate 
automatically the XML encoding of the face, its control points, and its weighting 
scheme in VirChor formalism. The automatic weight computation and the automatic 
code generation associated with the intuitive interface of XfaceEd allow for a fast and 
efficient transformation of any face mesh into an MPEG-4 ready mesh.  

Second, a set of visemes and/or expressions can be defined as displacement vectors 
of the MPEG-4 control points. For this purpose, we have designed a Python-Tcl/Tk 
interface for the modification of the control point displacement to generate face 
animation targets. Through sliders, the control points are translated by sending 
commands to VirChor via UDP (Figure 1). In the final step, animations are defined as 
sequences of scheduled targets.  

Since real time interactivity was also one of our requirements, facial animation in 
VirChor is implemented in the Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) [24]. The frame rate is 
approximately 10 times faster than when animation is performed in the CPU: 165 fps 
instead of 15 for an 8k face and 4k vertex mesh. Through GPU-rendering, both vertex 
position and normal are computed without the need to transfer the geometry through 
the graphic bus. At each time step, the interpolation coefficient is computed and sent 
to the GPU. If a keyframe is reached, the current state of the interpolation is saved as 
the future source frame in order to ensure a smooth transition between the current 
interpolation and the subsequent one. The source frame and the target frame are both 
sent as parameter tables to the vertex shader.  

 

http://www.web3d.org/
http://xface.itc.it/


 

 
Figure 1.  Displaying facial expressions using VirChor real time engine. 

4   Platform overview 

The components described in the previous sections are integrated within a software 
platform made of five modules described in Figure 2. They communicate through 
simple text/xml data exchanged with UDP packets between modules and via files for 
voice synthesis sound. The application model is expected to produce tagged strings 
[message 1] for the multimodal module. Text is then sent [message 2] to our TTS 
which produces [message  3] a sound file and returns a set of lexeme descriptions. 
From these lexemes the multimodal module requests [message 4] the MPEG4Decoder 
application to build the corresponding visemes set with timings and send them 
[message 5] to the VirChor engine. Sound file references produced by the TTS are 
also sent to the 3D audio PureData module, together with 3D coordinates of the 
virtual character for 3D audio rendering. Once VirChor and PureData have both 
visual and sound rendering information, they [message 6] start to play, considering 
possible real-time interaction coming from external events at runtime such as a 
joystick. 

5   Conclusions and future directions 

We have described a platform that addresses several challenges of mixed reality 
interactive applications: 1) coordination of the visual display of a 3D talking head and 
the corresponding binaural rendering in 3D of the synthesized speech, 2) real-time 
interactive control of expressive signals, and 3) management of different head models 
at different resolution.  

 



 
Figure 2.  A platform for 3D audiovisual rendering and real-time interactive 

control of expressive signals in a talking head. 

For the definition of synthetic visemes or expressions we rely on video-captured 
expressions [25]. We have recorded a first video corpus of visemes that suit our goals 
and our platform. This corpus was used for the definition of a first set of visemes that 
is used by the talking head. We intend to collect further data to improve the temporal 
description of the visemes and their co-articulation. We also intend to define 
expressions of emotion to be displayed with the 3D graphical engine. In order to study 
expressive speech, we plan to have two separate channels of animations sent to 
VirChor (one for lip movements, one for the expression of emotion) and explore 
different directions for their combinations thanks to our experimental platform.  

The quality of the visual speech has not yet been evaluated per se but the animated 
face has already been used in an application for interactive affective communication 
[26]. The qualitative evaluation accompanying this work through a questionnaire on 
users' satisfaction shows that the users have appreciated the interface for its reactivity, 
its progressiveness, and its malleability. The smoothness of the animation and its high 
frame rate make it appropriate for an application on dialogic information querying 
such as ours. The 3D face can convey subtle and complex expressions, it can be 
accurately synchronized with speech signal, and its animation can be interrupted and 
redirected towards new targets. 

We intend to use the platform not only for experimental studies but also for the 
design of interactive applications such as artistic applications or cooperative 
information retrieval applications. The information retrieval paradigm, exemplified by 
Internet search engines, which return a list of candidate documents matching a query 
made up of keywords, is evolving towards so-called Question Answering (QA) 
systems. It is important that the system indicates its level of confidence into its 

 



answers or justify them with evidence in order to retain the user's trust. Future 
advances in QA are likely to take the form of cooperative QA [27], whereby answers 
can be augmented with information likely to be of interest to the user (e.g. 
suggestions, corrections to a previous result) [28]. In an attempt to make such systems 
more natural to use, speech can be used as the input and output modality [29, 30]. A 
recent study [31] shows that facial expressions can be better interpreted than linguistic 
cues for transmitting the certainty of a QA system. It is therefore interesting to 
consider adding a talking head as a modality to an interactive QA system, and to 
study the impact on the perceived cooperativity of the system. As an initial 
application, we intend to use the Ritel system developed at LIMSI [30]. Ritel is an 
open-domain dialogic QA system for French which uses speech as its input and 
output modalities, and which thus runs under strict time constraints.  

Ongoing work on interactive control of expressive facial animation not only 
includes a joystick, but also an anthropomorphic tangible interface that dynamically 
controls the animation of the 3D face. The evaluation of this experiment showed that 
the tactile control of a face can be experienced as a unique affective communication 
medium. Since VirChor is a generic 3D engine for Mixed Reality, animated faces at 
different resolution can be made available for a large scale of applications without 
efforts. They are 3D component that can be embedded into 2D/3D scenes and interact 
with other scene parts.  
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